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Abstract
Byte addressable, Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) is emerging

as a revolutionary technology that provides near-DRAM per-

formance and scalable memory capacity. To facilitate the

usability of NVM, new programming frameworks have been

proposed to automatically or semi-automatically maintain

crash-consistent data structures, relieving much of the bur-

den of developing persistent applications from programmers.

While these new frameworks greatly improve program-

mer productivity, they also require many runtime checks for

correct execution on persistent objects, which significantly

affect the application performance. With a characterization

study of various workloads, we find that the overhead of

these persistence checks in these programmer-friendly NVM

frameworks can be substantial and reach up to 214%. Further-

more, we find that programs nearly always access exclusively

either a persistent or a non-persistent object at a given site,

making the behavior of these checks highly predictable.

In this paper, we propose QuickCheck, a technique that bi-
ases persistence checks based on their expected behavior, and
exploits speculative optimizations to further reduce the over-

heads of these persistence checks. We evaluate QuickCheck

with a variety of data intensive applications such as a key-

value store. Our experiments show that QuickCheck im-

proves the performance of a persistent Java framework on

average by 48.2% for applications that do not require data

persistence, and by 8.0% for a persistent memcached imple-

mentation running YCSB.

CCS Concepts •Hardware→ Non-volatile memory; •
Software and its engineering → Just-in-time compil-
ers; Source code generation.

Keywords Java, Non-Volatile Memory, JIT Compilation
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1 Introduction
Recently, there have been massive technological advances

towards providing fast and byte addressable Non-Volatile

Memory (NVM), such as Intel 3D XPoint [38], Phase-Change

Memory (PCM) [42, 52], and Resistive RAM (ReRAM) [5].

These memory technologies promise near-DRAM perfor-

mance, scalable memory capacity, and data durability, which

provides opportunities for boosting the performance of soft-

ware systems and applications [19, 34, 64].

To enable applications to take advantage of NVM while

also improving their programmability, many frameworks for

NVM have been proposed, including those for C/C++ [3, 15,

16, 19, 20, 22, 24, 29, 33, 40, 47, 62] and Java [3, 55, 56, 64] ap-

plications. A trend in this research area is to identify and per-

sist data structures automatically or semi-automatically, to

relieve the burden on developers. Instead of having to either

use custom persistent libraries or explicitly mark all actions

needed for crash consistency, developers mark only a few

core objects. Then, the runtime ensures that the transitive-

closure of these core objects is stored in NVM and operated

on in a crash-consistent manner.

While such an approach greatly reduces the load on pro-

grammers, it requires a large number of software checks,

which we call persistence checks, to be inserted alongside ob-

ject accesses. These checks guard runtime actions necessary

for correctly handling persistent objects during execution. A

persistence check’s action may be activated, meaning that ex-

tra actions need to be performed, or bypassed, meaning that

no extra work is needed. The overhead of these persistence

checks can be substantial. This is because these checks must

be inserted for both persistent and non-persistent objects, as

the compiler does not know which objects will be persistent

until execution time, and these checks must be conservative.

Through our profiling with various Java-based workloads,

we find that the overhead of persistence checks is 55.4% on

average, and can be as high as 214%, for applications that do

not require data persistence.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3313808.3313822
https://doi.org/10.1145/3313808.3313822
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However, we also find that whether the check at a given

code location is activated or bypassed is highly predictable.

Specifically, we find that, over 99% of the time, a given site

accesses exclusively either persistent or non-persistent ob-

jects. Given this insight, we propose to bias each persistence

check site to match its expected behavior. We leverage the

multi-tier execution of a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) to pro-

file and categorize each persistence check into one of the

four categories: likely, unbiased, unlikely, and very_unlikely,
based on how likely its action will be activated. According

to the persistence check state, the compiler decides what

optimized code to generate. Options range from generating

code to favor the likely persistence check execution path,

to performing speculative optimizations that eliminate the

check activation path entirely.

We develop our persistence check biasing technique named

QuickCheck in a real JVM framework running on a server

system with Intel Optane DC persistent memory [35]. We

evaluate QuickCheck with a variety of applications. Our ex-

perimental results demonstrate that QuickCheck improves

the performance of the persistent Java framework on average

by 48.2% for applications that do not require data persistence,

and by 8.0% for a persistent memcached implementation run-

ning the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmarks (YCSB). Overall,

we make the following contributions in this paper:

• We conduct a thorough study on the checking of persis-

tent objects in NVM frameworks, and identify that the

overhead of persistence checks is substantial.

• We provide a detailed characterization of the behavior

of persistence checking on a diverse set of applications

that require data persistence, and show that persistence

checking is highly predictable.

• We propose QuickCheck, a persistence check biasing tech-

nique that uses profiling and speculation to reduce the

overhead of persistence checks.

2 Background
2.1 Java Application Execution
Java programs are executed on top of a Java Virtual Machine

(JVM) [44]. The JVM receives as input .class files consist-
ing of JVM bytecodes and metadata about the location of

methods and other classes. From this input, the JVM then

generates machine code customized for the current execu-

tion environment’s architecture.

Instead of generating machine code ahead-of-time before

execution, most JVM implementations dynamically generate

code throughout execution using Just-in-Time (JIT) com-

pilation techniques. By performing JIT compilation, non-

executed code paths do not need to be compiled, and the

generated code can be tailored to be optimized for the appli-

cation’s current behavior.

To fully leverage the potential of JIT compilation, ad-

vanced JVM compilers are organized into multiple tiers,
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Figure 1. JVM compilation overview.

where each tier offers a different tradeoff between the time to

generate code and the quality of code generated. Figure 1 pro-

vides a high-level overview of JVM compilation. The initial

compiler, commonly known as the baseline compiler, gen-
erates code quickly. However, the code is not efficient. The

“hot” methods in which most of the execution time is spent

are later recompiled by a more advanced compiler, which

in the figure we call the optimizing compiler. The optimiz-

ing compiler produces high-quality code. However, the code

takes longer to generate.

An optimization commonly performed duringmulti-tiered

compilation is to perform speculative optimizations within
the optimizing compiler. Instead of generating code which

can correctly handle all corner cases, the optimizing compiler

chooses to speculate on which behaviors will be encountered

during runtime, and only generates code that covers these

behaviors. By performing this speculation, the optimizing

compiler is able to better optimize the code paths. However,

if an unexpected behavior is encountered, i.e., a mispecula-
tion occurs, the optimized code will not be able to handle it

correctly. In this case, the execution is transferred back to

the code generated by the baseline compiler, which handles

all corner cases. This process of transferring code execution

back to a more conservative version of generated code is

known as on-stack-replacement [31] fallback.
Performing an on-stack-replacement fallback on a mis-

peculation can be an expensive operation. Therefore, the

optimizing compiler must be careful in choosing what spec-

ulative optimizations to perform. To assist with this process,

multi-tiered compilers collect profiling information during

the initial execution phase, which the optimizing compiler

can later use to guide its speculation choices. The baseline

compiler instruments its generated code with profiling met-

rics which are dynamically updated during execution. After

that, when code is recompiled by the optimizing compiler,

this collected profiling information is utilized. Profiling infor-

mation has been shown to accurately predict the behavior of

later executions and help the optimizing compiler improve

the application performance [17, 18, 26, 30, 48].

2.2 Non-Volatile Random-Access Memory
Byte addressable NVM has performance characteristics that

are roughly similar to DRAM, but has a much higher density,
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allowing NVM to have larger capacities. Currently, the per-

formance of NVM is slightly worse than DRAM, hence, initial

systems utilizing NVM are expected to be hybrid memory

system consisting of both types of memory. Hybrid systems

typically have a unified virtual address space, allowing ap-

plications to allocate data to either volatile or non-volatile

memory based on the needs of applications.

While NVM provides non-volatility, volatile caches still

exist between the processor and NVM. This means that care

must be taken to ensure that a store from the processor

becomes persistent. In other words, one must ensure that the

stored value is propagated to NVM, rather than remaining

dirty within the cache hierarchy.

Without special support, the order in which stores reach

the NVM and are made persistent depends on the order in

which they are evicted from the cache hierarchy. To ensure

that a store reaches NVM deterministically, values must be

flushed from the cache via explicit instructions. In addition,

fences must be inserted to guarantee the correct ordering.

Recently, x86-64 processors have added a new cacheline-

writeback instruction (CLWB) [37] to support writing back

a cache line to NVM without flushing the cache line. How-

ever, multiple such cacheline writebacks are allowed to be

reordered by the processor unless fences are placed in the

code. Specifically, to guarantee completion of a CLWB, the
x86-64 store fence (SFENCE) instruction must be used.

2.3 Industrial NVM Frameworks
The Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA) has

been working to standardize interactions with NVM. They

have created a low-level programming model [58] meant

to be followed by device driver programmers and low-level

library designers. In addition, an open source project led by

Intel has been created to provide application developers a

higher-level toolset that is compliant with this device-level

model. This project has resulted in the development of the

PersistentMemoryDevelopment Kit (PMDK) [3], a collection

of libraries in C/C++ and Java that a developer can use to

build durable applications on top of NVM.

PMDK requires that programmers explicitly label all the

durable data in their code with pragmas. As an alternative,

PMDK also contains a few library data structures, such as a

durable primitive array and map, with the necessary persis-

tent pragmas built already into the code.

For persistently storing durable data, PMDK requires the

programmer to either explicitly persist stores, or use demar-

cated failure-atomic regions. Failure-atomic regions enable

a collection of stores to persistent memory to have the ap-

pearance of being persisted atomically. Recently, PMDK has

also introduced C++ templates that allow some operations

to be persistent without explicit user markings.

2.4 Academic NVM Frameworks
In addition to the industrial efforts, academia has also pro-

posed several frameworks for NVM [15, 16, 19, 20, 22, 24, 29,

33, 40, 47, 55, 56, 62, 64]. The level of support provided by

these frameworks varies. Some frameworks [19, 47] provide

a similar level of abstraction as PMDK and expect the user

to specify all persistent objects, while others try to offload

much of the overhead of creating persistent applications

off the programmer. One strategy to simplify the program-

ming model is to require the user to only identify persistent

epochs [15, 16, 22, 29, 33, 62]. Given these epochs, the frame-

work will include the runtime support necessary to ensure

crash-consistency at region granularity. This simplifies the

programming model from the user perspective, since when

using these frameworks, users do not have to explicitly per-

form cacheline flushes or place memory fences to ensure

crash consistency.

Another strategy to improve programmability is to forgo li-

braries and build NVM support directly into the language [15,

24, 40, 55, 56, 64]. These approaches modify both the com-

piler and runtime to include support for persistent features.

With language-level support, these frameworks provide bet-

ter portability and performance. Also, since the compiler is

now aware of persistent features, it can perform advanced

optimizations to limit the overhead of persistency.

With runtime support, it is also possible for users to not

have to identify all persistent objects [15, 55, 56]. Instead, the

runtime can dynamically detect which objects must be stored

in NVM for recovery purposes. Leveraging the runtime to

identify which objects must be made persistent even further

reduces the amount of persistent markings needed by the

user, which both improves programmability and reduces the

likelihood of having programmer bugs.

2.5 Programmer-Friendly NVM Framework
As discussed, a recent trend for NVM frameworks is to re-

lieve the developer burden by identifying persistent data

structures automatically or semi-automatically. As program-

mer productivity becomes a first-class metric, we believe this

trend will continue and more programmer-friendly NVM

frameworkswill be introduced. An ideal programmer-friendly

NVM framework should minimize both the programmer ef-

fort needed to create a persistent program and likelihood

of having programmer bugs. To highlight the features of

these frameworks and their implementations, we outline the

compiler changes and runtime support needed by the AutoP-
ersist framework [56] as follows. However, any programmer-

friendly framework must undergo similar changes. In the

rest of the paper, we collectively refer to these programmer-

friendly frameworks as friendly NVMs (fNVMs).

2.5.1 Managing Persistent Objects
A key goal of fNVMs is to limit the amount of objects that

must be manually identified as needing special treatment for

crash-consistency. Instead of requiring the user to identify all

objects that should reside in NVM, these frameworks should

require the user to label only a few core objects which are
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Figure 2. Changing heap state to ensure correct persistent behavior.

then used as the basis for recovery. We call these core objects

the core persistent object set.
Given the core persistent object set, AutoPersist’s runtime

ensures that the transitive closure of the core persistent set

is also placed in NVM. AutoPersist inserts runtime checks

to dynamically uphold this mandate.

Figures 2 (a)-(c) show how the heap changes as an applica-

tion executes to ensure crash-consistency. Figure 2(a) shows

the initial state of the heap, where objects A, B, C , D, and
E are in volatile memory, and F and G are in NVM. Object

G is within the core persistent object set. Hence, it must be

in NVM. Object F is reachable from G and must also be in

NVM. Because B is not reachable from the core persistent

object set, it does not need to be in NVM.

In Figure 2(b), the program has changed theG → F pointer

to G → E. This causes the runtime to intervene and move

objects E and C to NVM, since they are now reachable from

the core persistent object set. The new versions of E and C
are colored green in the figure. Because eagerly updating all

pointers to E and C has significant overheads, AutoPersist

uses the original E and C objects as forwarding objects and
lazily updates pointers in the volatile heap. In the figure, the

forwarding objects are colored yellow.

Finally, during a garbage collection (GC) cycle in AutoP-

ersist, all pointers are updated and the forwarding objects

are collected. Figure 2(c) shows the state of the heap after a

GC cycle has occurred.

In addition to ensuring all objects reachable from the core

persistent object set reside in NVM, fNVMs’ runtimes must

also guarantee that stores to these objects aremade persistent

in the proper order without requiring explicit user markings.

In AutoPersist, this is accomplished by adding additional be-

haviors onto the end of store operations to persistent objects.

Since objects become persistent dynamically throughout ex-

ecution, it is unknown which stores must include the extra

persistent behavior at compilation time. Therefore, AutoPer-

sist includes a check for whether an object is persistent or

not to guard the persist operations.

2.5.2 Failure-Atomic Region Support
fNVMs also add support for failure-atomic regions. Within a

failure-atomic region, all stores to objects reachable from the

core persistent object set are not part of the recoverable pro-

gram state until the region has ended. When a failure-atomic

region is exited, all stores within the region are atomically

added to the recoverable program state. In AutoPersist, the

runtime tracks stores to objects reachable from the core per-

sistent object set within a failure-atomic region. It ensures

that they become a part of the crash-recoverable state only

at the region end, and in an atomic manner.

3 Limitations of Programmer-Friendly
NVM Frameworks

As described in Section 2.5, fNVMs have the potential to

dramatically ease the programming burden of creating a

persistent application. However, to facilitate the widespread

acceptance of these frameworks, we need to ensure their

performance is close to other manually optimized NVM pro-

grams. One significant overhead is the persistence checks

required by fNVMs around accesses to both persistent and

non-persistent objects. Before we discuss the proposed solu-

tion to reduce the persistence checking overhead, we first

describe how these frameworks use checks to guard much

of the runtime behavior for correct persistent execution.

3.1 Store Field Persistence Checks
As described in Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, many persistence

runtime actions in fNVMs are dependent on whether an

object is reachable from the core persistent object set or not.

Since these actions can be very expensive, it is beneficial to

ensure that they are only enabled when absolutely necessary.

Because of this, fNVMs traditionally include many checks,

which we call persistence checks, to guard runtime actions

needed for correct persistent execution. Persistence checks

query the object’s state to determine whether the action is

needed andmust be activated, or if the action can be bypassed.
We show how stores to fields are performed in AutoPer-

sistin Algorithm 1.Without persistence support, the function

storeField(holder,field,value)writes valueV into field

F of the holder object H (line 18). Now, in AutoPersist, both

before and after writing V into field F , persistence checks
must be included to ensure the runtime performs all actions

needed when handling persistent objects.

The persistence check code before the write (lines 2 to 17)

first checks whether the guarded action should be activated

or not. This is done by including a persistence check (line 3)

to determine if H is either forwarded or persistent. If H is

a forwarded object, its forwarding address will point to a

persistent object. As explained in Section 2.5.1, forwarded
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Algorithm 1 store operation with persistence checks.

1: procedure storeField(holder, field, value)
[Start Persistence Check Code]

2: [Persistence Check]
3: if isPersistent(holder) or isForwarded(holder) then
4: [Persistence Check’s Guarded Action]
5: if isForwarded(holder) then
6: holder = getForwardedAddr(holder)

7: end if
8: if isForwarded(value) then
9: value = getForwardedAddr(value)

10: end if
11: if !isPersistent(value) then
12: move value to NVM
13: end if
14: if inFailureAtomicRegion(tid) then
15: logStore(holder, field)

16: end if
17: end if

[End Persistence Check Code]
18: writeField(holder, field, value)

[Start Persistence Check Code]
19: [Persistence Check]
20: if isPersistent(holder) then
21: [Persistence Check’s Guarded Action]
22: cachelineWriteback(holder, field)

23: if !inFailureAtomicRegion(tid) then
24: persistFence()

25: end if
26: end if

[End Persistence Check Code]
27: end procedure

objects act as temporary pointers to persistent objects before

all pointers are updated during a GC cycle. If the persistence

check is true, then the action it is guarding will be executed

(lines 4 to 17). This code first retrieves the current location

of H . This is performed by checking whether the holder ob-

ject has been forwarded (line 5) or not. If so, the current

holder object’s location must be retrieved (line 6). AutoP-

ersist has an extra object header word to allow for the fast

retrieval of persistent state information and storing forward-

ing addresses. Next, the runtime must ensure that V is also

persistent. As with object H , this check must first retrieve

V ’s current location (lines 8 to 10), and then afterwards must

check whetherV is persistent (line 11). IfV is not persistent,

then the runtime must move V and its transitive closure to

NVM. Lines 14 to 16 perform the logging needed to maintain

the appearance of atomicity within failure-atomic regions.

The persistence check’s guarded action after the original

write (lines 21 to 26) ensures that the proper persistency mea-

sures are taken. If H is persistent, the field must be written

back to NVM using a CLWB (line 22). In addition, if execu-

tion is currently not within a failure-atomic region, then a

SFENCE must be inserted to ensure data consistency.

Note that while there are many checks within a persis-

tence check’s guarded action, we only consider the checks on

lines 3 and 20 to be persistence checks, as these are the checks

Algorithm 2 load operation with a persistence check

1: procedure loadField(holder, field)
[Start Persistence Check Code]

2: [Persistence Check]
3: if isForwarded(holder) then
4: [Persistence Check’s Guarded Action]
5: holder = getForwardedAddr(holder)

6: end if
[End Persistence Check Code]

7: value = readField(holder, field)

8: return newValue

9: end procedure

which guard runtime actions needed when interacting with

persistent objects.

3.2 Load Field Persistence Checks
In addition to modifying object store procedures, fNVMs

must also add a persistence check to load procedures to en-

sure pointers do not refer to forwarded objects. Algorithm 2

shows how field loads are performed in AutoPersist.

Without persistence support, loadField(holder,field)
loads the valueV from field F of holder object H and returns

V . In AutoPersist, before this load can occur, a persistence

check is inserted (line 3) to guard retrieving the current

location ofH (line 5). As described in Section 3.1, only objects

which are persistent can have forwarded objects.

4 Characterizing Persistence Checks
As shown in Section 3, fNVMs require many persistence

checks to guard runtime actions. In this section, we first eval-

uate the overhead of these persistence checks. Afterwards,

we profile the activation behavior of persistence checks

across various persistent applications.

4.1 Overhead of Persistence Checks
As shown in Algorithms 1 and 2, persistence checks are

used frequently in fNVMs. The actions guarded by these

checks are only activated if the holder object being accessed

is reachable from the core persistent object set. Otherwise,

for non-persistent holder objects, the actions are bypassed.

To evaluate the cost of persistence checks guarding bypassed

actions, we run the DaCapo [12] and Scala DaCapo Bench-

mark Suites [54]. As these benchmarks do not have persis-

tent markings, all objects will be non-persistent by default.

Hence, they provide an excellent opportunity to evaluate the

overheads of persistence checks with bypassed actions.

We conduct the experiments on AutoPersist [56]. More

details about the implementation are in Section 7.1. We eval-

uate two configurations: NoChecks, which does not have

persistence checks, and WChecks, which includes the persis-

tence checks described in Section 3. We run each benchmark

multiple times to warm up the system before measuring the

execution time.

Figures 3 and 4 show the performance of the two configu-

rations. In the worst performing benchmark, Scala DaCapo’s
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Figure 3. DaCapo persistence check overhead.
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Figure 4. Scala DaCapo persistence check overhead.

Dynamic Check Behavior Classification of Check Sites

Data # Checks # Checks w/ Actions % Checks w/ Actions % Sites w/ Actions % Sites w/ Actions % Sites w/ Actions

Structure Seen (M) Activated (M) Activated Always Activated Sometimes Activated Never Activated

FHMap 2708.4 6.4 0.24 0.03 0.05 99.86

PBTree 2729.2 10.9 0.40 0.27 0.08 99.57

HBTree 2730.9 5.6 0.20 0.09 0.02 99.87

Table 1. Persistence check statistics when running YCSB workloads.

tmt benchmark, WChecks is 214% slower than NoChecks.
On average, theWChecks configuration is 51.1% and 59.7%

slower than the NoChecks configuration for the DaCapo and

Scala DaCapo benchmarks, respectively. This overhead is

significant because no useful work is performed, since all

persistence checks guard bypassed actions. While fNVMs

can significantly simplify the process of creating persistent

programs, their overhead must be minimal, compared to

other NVM frameworks. Clearly, the overheads of persis-

tence checks must be drastically reduced before fNVMs can

gain widespread acceptance.

4.2 Persistence Check Activation Behavior
As described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, in AutoPersist, the ac-

tions guarded by persistence checks are activated only when

the holder object is either a persistent object or a forwarded

object. While it is possible in theory for each persistence

check’s action to vary between being activated and bypassed

throughout program execution, it is well known that many

program characteristics are highly consistent throughout ex-

ecution in Java and other languages. They include branching

behaviors, virtual call dispatch targets, and dynamic object

property lookup offsets.

To confirm whether the behavior of the actions guarded

by persistence checks are as consistent as other program fea-

tures, we monitor the behavior of persistence checks across

three persistent applications. Our persistent applications are

three versions of a persistent key-value store. Each version

is based on QuickCached [4], a pure Java implementation of

memcached [1], and uses a different persistent data structure

internally for its key-value storage. Specifically, Functional
HashMap (FHMap) uses a functional hash map as its backend;

Persistent B+Tree (PBTree) uses an entirely persistent B+ tree

as its backend; and Hybrid B+Tree (HBTree) uses a B+ tree

where only the leaf nodes are persistent. Section 7.2 contains

more details about the persistent applications.

We run each persistent application with the Yahoo! Cloud

Serving Benchmarks [23] and show the aggregated results.

For each run, we monitor the dynamic number of persistence

checks encountered, and the number of persistence checks

guarding activated actions. In addition, we categorize each

persistence check site into one of three categories based on its

behavior: check sites with actions that are always activated,

check sites with actions that are sometimes activated, and

check sites with actions that are never activated.

We show the profiling results in Table 1. From the results

we see two main traits. First, persistence checks have pre-

dictable behavior; very few checks guard actions which are

only sometimes activated. Second, and most noticeably, ac-

tions guarded by persistence checks are activated very rarely.

In each application, we find that over 99% of the checks guard

bypassed actions. One reason for this is that these actions are

never activated for non-persistent objects. However, another

important reason why the persistence check activation by-

pass rate is so high is that the checks described in Section 3.2,

which are placed before object loads, are rarely activated,

regardless of whether handling persistent or non-persistent

objects. This is because these actions are only activated if the

pointer is to a forwarded object. As explained in Section 2.5.1,

forwarded objects exist only temporarily before a garbage

collection cycle occurs. The results shown Table 1 indicate

that forwarded pointers are seldomly used.

Overall, our results confirm that the behavior of persis-

tence checks is highly predictable and suggest that, in persis-

tent applications, the actions guarded by persistence checks

are rarely activated.

5 Main Idea
In the previous section, we discovered two traits of per-

sistence checks: they impose significant overheads and the

activation behavior at a given check site is highly predictable.

Based on these two traits, we propose to transform individual
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Profile Information
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Methods

Fallback to Baseline Code on Unexpected 
Persistence Check Action Activation

Figure 5. Overview of QuickCheck.

persistence checks dynamically to optimize for the common

case expected at each check site. In addition, for persistence

checks which guard actions that are predicted to never be

activated, we propose to speculatively remove the actions

guarded by the check. We name our solution QuickCheck. In

the following subsections, we describe its technical details.

5.1 Overview of QuickCheck
To minimize the overhead of persistence checks, we propose

to bias each check to be specialized for its common case.

Specifically, we propose to have two phases of execution for

each method, namely, a profiling phase where profiling infor-

mation is collected for each persistence check, and a biasing

phase where each check is transformed to be optimized for

its expected common case.

Given that modern JVM implementations already com-

pile “hot” code regions multiple times as discussed in Sec-

tion 2.1, QuickCheck can use these multiple code generation

phases as its profiling and biasing phases. Figure 5 shows how

QuickCheck can be added to the traditional JVM compila-

tion phases. Initially, when code is generated by the baseline

compiler, we augment the compiler to also generate pro-

file information about each persistence check site. For each

persistence check site, we record the number of times the

check’s action is activated and bypassed.

After that, when the profiled method is recompiled by the

optimizing compiler, the optimizing compiler uses the persis-

tence check profile information to generate optimized code.

Specifically, QuickCheck directs the compiler to perform

simple optimizations such as deciding if the action guarded

by the check should be on the main execution path or should

be sunk to the end of the method. To further improve perfor-

mance, QuickCheck can also direct the compiler to perform

speculative optimizations to further reduce the overhead of

highly predictable checks. For persistence checks guarding

actions which are extremely unlikely to be activated, our

modified compiler generates code which assumes the action

guarded by the check will never be activated. If this assump-

tion is false, then QuickCheck triggers a deoptimization to

the baseline compiler when this action is activated. This fall-

back to the baseline compiler on an unexpected activation is

represented by the dashed line in Figure 5.

5.2 Persistence Check Biasing Strategies
As discussed, the optimizing compiler can use the persistence

check profile information collected during warm-up to gen-

erate better code. In this section, we describe how to bias the

generated code.We divide the likelihood of a check’s guarded

action being activated into two categories: likely and unlikely.
Figures 6 (a) and (b) show how QuickCheck generates code

in these two cases. Figure 6 (a) shows the code for persistence

checks whose guarded actions are likely to be activated. On

line 1, the persistence check is performed. Line 2 contains

a conditional branch to the post-action code. The branch

is taken if the persistence check guards a bypassed action.

Otherwise, if the branch is not taken, execution falls through

to line 3 and performs the guarded action. Finally, the post-

action code is placed after the guarded action routine (line 5).

Given that it is likely that the persistence check guards an

activated action, it is desirable to have the routine on the

fall-through path of the conditional branch, as processors

initially predict forward branches as not-taken [37].

Figure 6 (b) shows how QuickCheck generates code for

persistence checks whose guarded actions are unlikely to

be activated. On line 2, the conditional branch jumps to the

guarded action routine on line 6 if the action is activated. The

fall-through code is the code after the guarded action. Since

the guarded action is unlikely to be activated, it is beneficial

to move the routine off of the main execution path down

to the end of the method. This improves instruction cache

performance by ensuring that code unlikely to execute will

not interrupt the spatial locality of code likely to execute.

5.3 Speculatively Removing Action Routines
As shown in Section 4.2, over 99% of persistence checks

guard actions that are never activated. To further reduce

overhead, QuickCheck introduces the very_unlikely category
for actions extremely unlikely to be activated.

In this case, instead of simply moving the guarded action

routine off the main execution path, QuickCheck specula-
tively removes it. In the rare case that a check categorized

as very_unlikely needs to be followed by the execution of

the guarded action, a deoptimization occurs and execution

is transferred to the baseline compiler.

Figure 6 (c) shows the code generated by QuickCheck. On

line 2, there is a conditional branch which is taken when the

persistence check’s guarded action is activated. However,

instead of the guarded action routine being the destination

of the conditional branch, now, as shown on line 6, execution

is transferred to the code generated by the baseline compiler.

Because of the substantial overhead of transferring exe-

cution to a different code tier, performing this speculative

optimization is only beneficial if it is rarely incorrect. Hence,

QuickCheck only performs it if the profile predicts that the

persistence check’s guarded action will never be executed.

This speculative optimization provides further cache per-

formance improvements over Figure 6 (b), by not only im-

proving spatial locality, but also eliminating the code bloat

of routines that are unlikely to execute. More importantly,

this speculative optimization helps improve the efficiency of

compiler optimization passes by eliminating code that can
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1. persistence_check;
2. jmp_if_false Post_Action;
   
3. guarded action

4. label Post_Action:
5. code after guarded action

1. persistence_check;
2. jmp_if_true Action_Activation;

3. label Post_Action:
4. code after guarded action
…
5. return;

6. label Action_Activation:
7. guarded action
8. jmp Post_Action;

1. persistence_check;
2. jmp_if_true Action_Activation;

3. code after guarded action
…
4. return;

5. label Action_Activation:
6. jump to baseline code;

(a) Likely activation of action 
guarded by persistence check

(b) Unlikely activation of action
guarded by persistence check

(c) Very unlikely activation of action
guarded by persistence check

Figure 6. Code generation strategies for persistence checks in QuickCheck.

interfere with the optimizations. As shown in Algorithms 1

and 2, the code guarded by persistence checks includes many

memory accesses, calls to the runtime, and even memory

fences. By removing this code, the compiler is now able to

perform more aggressive code reordering. In addition, since

the compiler’s aliasing information is now unobscured by

runtime calls, many additional optimizations, such as com-

mon subexpression elimination, are also more effective.

6 QuickCheck Implementation
In this section, we explain how we apply QuickCheck to

AutoPersist. We first describe how our baseline compiler is

modified to collect persistence check profiling information.

Afterwards, we discuss how this profiling information is

used to determine the activation bias of each persistence

check and guide code generation in the optimizing compiler.

6.1 Persistence Check Profile Collection
As shown in Figure 5, QuickCheck needs the baseline com-

piler to collect profiling information which is used in later

phases to determine the activation bias of persistence checks.

To accomplish this, we modify the baseline compiler to

record profiling information at each persistence check.

To store our profiling information, we expand the per-

method profiling present in the baseline compiler to in-

clude two new counters for each persistence check site:

an activated counter and a bypassed counter. We incre-

ment the proper counter depending on whether the check’s

guarded action is activated or bypassed.

While two persistence checks surround each write opera-

tion (see Section 3.1), we only need to profile the persistence

check before the write. This is because if the pre-write persis-

tence check’s guarded action is executed, then the post-write

check’s guarded action is also executed, as can be seen in Al-

gorithm 1. While the check at line 3 determines if the object

is either forwarded or persistent, and the check at line 20

only queries if the object is persistent, note that these are

equivalent. This is because if the pre-write check’s guarded

action is executed and the object is forwarded, then the per-

sistent object will be retrieved from its forwarding address

(line 6). Hence, the object will be persistent in the check at

line 20. Having only one profile site per store helps limit

the memory and computation overhead of recording the

persistence check profiling information.

6.2 Compiler Optimization Pass
6.2.1 Calculating Persistence Check Bias
Once a method is “hot” enough to be recompiled, the op-

timizing compiler reads each persistence check profile’s

activated and bypassed counters to determine the acti-

vation rate of its guarded action. Based on this activation

rate, we then categorize checks into four states for biasing:

• likely: Action activated over 95% of the time.

• unbiased: Action activated 5%–95% of the time.

• unlikely: Action activated less than 5% of the time.

• very_unlikely: Action not activated during profiling.

Once the biasing state of each persistence check is deter-

mined, the optimizing compiler can generate code which is

optimized for the expected behavior. In the following, we

describe how the persistence checks added to both load and

store operations are optimized based on their biasing state.

6.2.2 Load Operation Persistence Check Generation
As shown in Section 3.2, all operations that load a value

from the heap must have a persistence check beforehand

to check for forwarding pointers. Based on the check’s bi-

asing state, the optimizing compiler biases the persistence

check branch shown in line 3 of Algorithm 2. Specifically,

for persistence checks in the likely, unbiased, and unlikely
states, QuickCheck adjusts the weight of the true branch

being executed to 95%, 50%, and 5%, respectively.

AutoPersist uses Graal as its optimizing compiler [21].

Within Graal, each branch is represented as a node con-

taining a configurable parameter denoting its true branch

weight. Subsequent compiler optimization passes then use

this branch weight to determine whether the true branch

should be present or not in the main execution path. Note
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Algorithm 3 load with very_unlikely biased check.

1: procedure loadField(holder, field)
[Start Persistence Check Code]

2: if isForwarded(holder) then
3: [Misprediction Deoptimization]
4: end if

[End Persistence Check Code]
5: value = readField(holder, field)

6: return newValue

7: end procedure

that for other popular compilers such as LLVM, HotSpot C2,

and GCC, a similar mechanism also exists.

For persistence checks in the very_unlikely state, QuickCheck
sets the weight of the true branch being executed to 1% and

also changes the true branch execution path to trigger a de-

optimization. Algorithm 3 shows a simplified version of this

persistence check. If line 3 is reached, then a signal is raised.

We register this point has a deoptimization point, where ex-
ecution transfers to the baseline compiler. To catch raised

signals, we modify the runtime to install a handler which

performs an on-stack-replacement [31] to transfer execution

to the baseline compiler in the event of a raised signal.

6.2.3 Store Operation Persistence Check Generation
As shown in Algorithm 1, stores originally have persistence

checks both before and after the write operation. For checks

in the likely, unbiased, and unlikely state, we adjust the

weight of the true branches like in Section 6.2.2. However,

instead of biasing all the branches within the guarded action

code, we only bias the branches on lines 3 and 20 of the

algorithm. This is because these are the branches which de-

termine whether the persistence check’s action is activated

or not. We choose not to profile the behavior of internal

branches in the guarded action code due to the code’s low

activation rate, as shown in Section 4.2.

For very_unlikely biased persistence checks, we only gen-

erate a persistence check before the write. This is because

the post-write check’s action can only be activated if the pre-

write check’s action is activated. However, if the pre-write

check’s action is activated, then execution will be transferred

to the baseline code and the subsequent code generated by

the optimizing compiler will not execute.

Algorithm 4 shows the store operation when the persis-

tence check is biased to the very_unlikely state. Now, on

line 2, the persistence check guards a deoptimization point.

The compiler sets the weight of the true path to be 1% so

line 3 is removed from the main execution path. Also, as

with very_unlikely load operation, line 3 is registered as a

deoptimization point.

7 Environmental Setup
7.1 System Platform
Compiler Platform. We implement QuickCheck on top of

AutoPersist [56]. AutoPersist uses a modified version of the

Algorithm 4 store with very_unlikely biased check.

1: procedure StoreField(holder, field, value)
[Start Persistence Check Code]

2: if isPersistent(holder) or isForwarded(holder) then
3: [Misprediction Deoptimization]
4: end if

[End Persistence Check Code]
5: writeField(holder, field, value)

6: end procedure

Maxine Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [63] version 2.0.5. Max-

ine is an open-sourced research JVM which facilitates the

fast prototyping of new features while achieving competitive

performance. We modify Maxine’s baseline compiler (T1X)

to collect the profiling information described in Section 6.1

and modify Maxine’s optimizing compiler (Graal) [21] to

use our persistence check biasing techniques. In addition,

we augment Maxine to include the handlers needed to han-

dle the mispeculation of persistence checks biased to the

very_unlikely state.

Server Configuration. Weuse a development platformwith

128GB of Intel Optane DC persistent memory [35] and 324GB

of DDR4 DRAM. The server contains two 24-core Intel®

second generation Xeon® Scalable processors (codenamed

Cascade Lake) and runs Fedora 27 on Linux kernel 4.15. In

all of our experiments, we set up our framework to reserve

20GB for each of the volatile and non-volatile heap spaces.

To create the non-volatile heap, we use libpmem [3] to map

a portion of the persistent address space to the application’s

virtual address space. After that, via the Direct Access (DAX)

protocol, applications can directly interact with the Intel

Optane DC persistent memory. We use cacheline writebacks

(CLWB) and store memory fences (SFENCE) to persist values.

7.2 Applications
Java Benchmark Suites. To evaluate the effectiveness of

QuickCheck in reducing the overhead of persistence checks

guarding bypassed actions, we run most of the DaCapo [12]

and Scala DaCapo [54] benchmark suites on our infrastruc-

ture. Both benchmarks suites are commonly used to evaluate

the performance of JVM implementations. To measure the

optimal performance of each benchmark, we run each bench-

mark several times (the samewarm-up counts as used in [27])

before measuring the execution time.

Real-World Applications. To evaluate the effectiveness of

QuickCheck on real persistent applications, we implement

a persistent version of memcached using our framework.

Specifically, we modify QuickCached [4], a pure Java imple-

mentation of memcached, to use persistent data structures

internally for its key-value storage and compare with the

state-of-the-art solutions. The different storage engines are

described below:

• IntelKV. To test against the state-of-the-art design, we

use Intel’s pmemkv library [36] along with its Java bindings
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Data Structure & Description

Mutable ArrayList (MArray): ArrayList using copying to maintain per-

sistence for inserts and deletes. Updates are in place.

Mutable LinkedList (MList): Doubly-linked list.

Failure-Atomic Region ArrayList (FARArray): ArrayList using

failure-atomic regions to allow in-place insertions and deletions.

Functional ArrayList (FArray): Functional data structure that uses

copying for all writes to the structure. It uses PCollections’ PTreeVec-

tor class.

Functional LinkedList (FList): Functional data structure that uses copy-
ing for all writes to the structure. It uses PCollections’ ConsPStack class.

Table 2. Description of persistent data structures.

as one of our backends, which we call IntelKV. This back-
end uses pmemkv’s kvtree3 storage engine, which consists

of a hybrid B+ tree written in C++ using the PMDK library

version 1.5. Similar to existing work [49], in their imple-

mentation, only the leaf nodes are in persistent memory.

Note that the IntelKV backend does not need the support

of our custom JVM implementation and hence runs on an

unmodified JVM.

• Functional Hash Map (FHMap). It uses the HashMap

implementation from PCollections library [2], and is anno-

tated with the persistent markings required for our modi-

fied JVM backend.

• Persistent B+ Tree (PBTree). This backend uses a pure

Java version of the IntelKV B+ tree, along with the persis-

tent markings required for our modified JVM backend.

• Hybrid B+ Tree (HBTree). This backend uses the same

data structure as PBTree. However, like IntelKV, it only

persists the leaf nodes instead of the entire data structure.

To evaluate the performance of these backends, we use the

Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [23], a benchmark

suite commonly used to evaluate the performance of cloud

storage services. We run its A, B, C, D, and F workloads after

populating the key-value store with one million key-value

pairs (each pair is 1KB by default). For each workload, we

perform five hundred thousand operations.

Kernel Applications. To isolate the behavior of our frame-

work from large applications, we also create a benchmark

which performs a random collection of reads, writes, inserts,

and deletes against five typical persistent data structures.

We list them in Table 2. We hand-wrote MArray, MList, and

FARArray to ensure correct persistent operation. FArray and

FList are functional data structures from the PCollections

library [2], and inherently use persistent-safe structures.

7.3 Configurations
To evaluate the performance of QuickCheck, we use several

configurations in our evaluation. The different configura-

tions are shown in Table 3. The Clean configuration is the

unmodified Maxine JVM, which does not have persistent

Configuration & Description

Clean: Unmodified Maxine JVM. No persistent support.

Unbiased: Original AutoPersist implementation. No persistence check

biasing performed.

Likely: Bias all persistence checks to the likely state and represent them

as likely taken branches as shown in Figure 6(a).

Unlikely: Bias all persistence checks to the unlikely state and represent

them as unlikely taken branches as shown in Figure 6(b).

Deopt: Bias all persistence checks to the very_unlikely state and represent

them as shown in Figure 6(c).

QuickCheck: Use QuickCheck to dynamically predict persistence check

activation behavior and bias them accordingly.

Table 3. Configurations evaluated.

support. The Unbiased configuration is the AutoPersist im-

plementation. It does not perform persistence check bias-

ing. The Likely and Unlikely configurations bias each persis-

tence check site to the likely and unlikely state, respectively.

The Deopt configuration biases all persistence checks to the

very_unlikely state. Finally, the QuickCheck configuration

uses our proposed profiling and biasing techniques.

8 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of QuickCheck.

We first evaluate its performance on non-persistent appli-

cations. Next, we analyze QuickCheck’s performance on

persistent applications. Finally, we evaluate the accuracy of

QuickCheck’s profiling.

8.1 Performance in Non-Persistent Applications
Figures 7 and 8 show the execution time of the DaCapo and

Scala DaCapo benchmarks when using the configurations de-

scribed in Table 3. On average, for the DaCapo benchmarks,

the execution time of Likely, Unbiased, Unlikely, Deopt, and
QuickCheck is 61.0%, 51.1%, 19.1%, 8.8%, and 8.8% higher than

Clean, respectively. It is expected that the Likely configura-

tion should have the worst performance. This is because, in

this configuration, the persistence checks are biased towards

activating the guarded actions, while throughout execution

the actions are always bypassed. It is also expected that Un-
likely outperforms Unbiased andDeopt outperforms Unlikely,
as stronger biases towards the expected behavior should im-

prove performance. Finally, the QuickCheck configuration

performs the same as Deopt, which shows that our infrastruc-
ture is able to successfully profile persistence check sites.

The Scala DaCapo benchmark results are very similar to

the DaCapo results. On average, the execution time of Likely,
Unbiased, Unlikely, Deopt, and QuickCheck is 62.3%, 59.7%,

38.5%, 5.7%, and 5.7% higher than Clean, respectively. As
with the DaCapo benchmarks, each configuration’s perfor-

mance corresponds to its bias towards the persistence checks’

guarded actions being bypassed. Overall, these results show

that the biasing strategies employed by QuickCheck are ef-

fective in reducing the overhead of bypassed actions guarded

by persistence checks.
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Figure 7. DaCapo execution time.
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Figure 8. Scala DaCapo execution time.
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Figure 9. Persistent YCSB execution time.
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Figure 10. Persistent kernel execution time.

Overall, QuickCheck reduces the execution time of the

DaCapo and Scala DaCapo benchmarks by 42.3% and 54.0%

relative to Unbiased, which is the original implementation

of AutoPersist. This is an average 48.2% reduction.

In QuickCheck the remaining overhead of persistence

checks over Clean is largely due to needing to read each

object’s header word. The value of the header word is used

to determine if the object as been forwarded or is persistent.

While QuickCheck needs many additional reads compared to

Clean, QuickCheck’s performance is very similar. To better

understand why QuickCheck’s overheads are so low, we pro-

filed every object header read in our framework.We recorded

the memory address accessed and compared it to the mem-

ory address of the object field accessed next. We found that

most header accesses read addresses that are very close to the

addresses of subsequent memory access. In particular, on av-

erage, 88.0% and 87.6% of header accesses are within 2 cache

lines of the subsequent memory access for the DaCapo and

Scala DaCapo benchmarks, respectively. This indicates that

the header word reads exhibit very good spatial locality and,

hence, the data prefetching hardware in current processors

is likely to ensure they add minimal overhead.

8.2 Performance in Persistent Applications
Figure 9 shows the execution time of the persistent mem-

cached data structures running the YCSB benchmark suite

under different configurations. A configuration corresponds

to a persistent storage engine and biasing strategy, as identi-

fied with “{storage engine}-{biasing strategy}”. All results are

normalized to the configuration of FHMap with Unbiased. In
the figure, we notice two traits. First, all storage engines in

our framework outperform IntelKV. On average, the execu-

tion time of IntelKV is 62.0%, 54.7%, and 57.7% higher than

the Unbiased configurations of FHMap, PBTree, and HBTree,

respectively. This is because, when using IntelKV, objects

must be serialized and transferred to IntelKV’s C++ backend.

In our framework, Java objects do not need to be serialized

since they are directly stored into the non-volatile heap.

The second trait is that, for each persistent storage en-

gine, using our biasing techniques improves performance.

On average, the QuickCheck configurations of FHMap, PB-

Tree, and HBTree reduce the execution time by 9.3%, 8.2%,

and 6.5% compared to their respective Unbiased configu-

rations. On average, this is an 8.0% reduction. Notice that

the improvements are much smaller than when running the

non-persistent applications. This is because, since persistent

objects are being used, much of the execution time is spent

executing CLWBs and SFENCEs in both configurations. How-

ever, this performance improvement is still significant, as it

is provided without any new hardware or user involvement.

Figure 10 shows the execution time of the kernel appli-

cations when using Unbiased and QuickCheck. On average,

QuickCheck outperforms Unbiased by 3.7%. Note that these

kernels heavily write to persistent data structures and hence

require many CLWBs and SFENCEs. Overall, our results

show that QuickCheck is beneficial not only when running

applications that do not require data persistence, but also for

persistent programs.

8.3 Persistence Check Access Patterns
Table 4 presents the number of dynamic persistence checks

encountered in the persistent memcached and kernel appli-

cations biased towards the Likely, Unbiased, Unlikely, and

Very Unlikely states. The data is shown as percentages. As

shown in the table, in all applications, no check is Unbiased.

Also, similar to Table 1, the vast majority of the persistence

checks are biased to either the Unlikely or Very Unlikely

states. In the persistent memcached applications, a large

percentage of the checks are in the Unlikely state. This is be-

cause these checks are in methods which are compiled by the

optimizing compiler before their activated and bypassed
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Structures Likely Unbiased Unlikely Very Unlikely

FHMap 0.07% 0.00% 33.08% 66.84%

PBTree 0.15% 0.00% 71.96% 27.88%

HBTree 0.06% 0.00% 71.96% 27.98%

MArray 0.18% 0.00% 0.00% 99.82%

MList 0.38% 0.00% 0.00% 99.62%

FARArray 22.12% 0.00% 0.00% 77.88%

FArray 0.40% 0.00% 0.00% 99.60%

FList 0.03% 0.00% 0.00% 99.97%

Table 4. Dynamic persistence check statistics while running

YCSB and kernel workloads.

counters have enough samples. Hence, the compiler can-

not confidently conclude that the persistence check’s action

will never be activated. Within the kernel applications, only

FARArray has a large portion of checks being in the Likely

state. This is because this application uses failure-atomic

regions for crash consistency. As a result, many more persis-

tence check sites encounter persistent objects.

Overall, these results further demonstrate that persistence

checks have a very consistent behavior. Furthermore, the

results show that QuickCheck is able to exploit the bias of

persistence checks to minimize their performance impact.

9 Related Works
To simplify the process of using NVM to create persistent

applications, many NVM frameworks have been proposed [3,

16, 19, 20, 22, 24, 33, 40, 47, 55, 56, 62, 64]. The amount of pro-

grammer effort involved in creating a persistent application

is inversely correlated to the amount of support provided

by the runtime. To enable automatic or semi-automatic data

persistence, fNVMs have to insert a significant number of

persistence checks at runtime, which increases the software

overhead of using NVMs. Our paper is the first work that

quantifies the persistence check overhead and proposes the

solution of biasing persistence checks to fix this overhead.

Before the introduction of byte addressable NVM, many

persistent programming languages [8, 14, 32, 39, 53, 57]

and implementations [9, 43, 45] were proposed. These lan-

guages focus on attaining the orthogonal persistence defined
by Atkinson and Morrison [10], where the persistency of

an application is orthogonal to its design. In this model, all

data is persistent. In addition, applications attain persistency

by performing snapshots of their volatile heap. However, in

current systems, where the performance of NVM is signif-

icantly lower than DRAM, it is important to minimize the

amount of program state that must be persistently stored

in NVM. Furthermore, performing whole-heap snapshots is

expensive and does not take advantage of the cacheline-level

persistent granularity provided by NVM.

Garbage Collection (GC) barriers have been studied exten-

sively [11, 13, 25, 28, 46, 50, 51, 60, 61, 65]. Barriers are needed

for concurrent, semi-concurrent, and generational garbage

collectors. Persistence checks exhibit different behavior from

the GC barriers. This is because whether GC barriers are

activated or not is dependent on transient characteristics,

such as whether a GC phase is running and the age of the

object. In contrast, we show that persistence checks have

highly predictable characteristics throughout the entire exe-

cution. The biasing techniques we propose in this paper are

not beneficial for GC barriers due to their variable behavior.

Many languages perform inline caching [6, 7, 17, 18, 26,

41, 48] to reduce the overheads of field accesses and method

invocations. For inline caching, one records the offset of

field accesses and the target address of method invocations

at a site-level granularity. Later, one regenerates code to

optimize for commonly observed patterns, with the assump-

tion that those patterns will not change. While the profiling

technique for inline caching is similar, QuickCheck’s opti-

mization strategies for code generation are different from

optimizing field accesses and method invocations.

The strategy of raising a signal in the event of a misspecu-

lation is not unique to QuickCheck. HotSpot [41] and other

Java compilers [6, 7, 59] use this strategy for tasks such as

performing implicit null checks and for unexpected run time

initialization of classes. However, to our knowledge, this pa-

per is the first to use this strategy to reduce the persistence

check overhead in programmer-friendly NVM frameworks.

10 Conclusion
In this paper, we identified a major source of overhead that

limits the performance of programmer-friendly Java NVM

frameworks: runtime checks guarding actions necessary

for correct persistent execution. By profiling a variety of

workloads, we observed that the behavior of each check

is highly predictable. Based on these insights, we proposed

QuickCheck, a technique that biases persistence checks based

on their expected behavior, and uses speculative optimiza-

tions to further reduce persistence check overheads. We eval-

uated QuickCheck on a variety of data intensive application

and showed that QuickCheck improves the performance of

a Java-based programmer-friendly NVM framework. As we

move towards NVM programming frameworks that aim to

automatically identify and manage persistent objects, our

work can significantly reduce the overhead of their persis-

tence checks.
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